Google Maps
Platform
Pricingsheet
Localyse is the Google Premier Partner and reseller of the Google Maps
Platform in the Benelux. Google Maps Platform is devided in three products,
Maps, Routes and Places which all consist of different available building
blocks (APIs), which can be used to create your own location based application.
Or you can just use them for your public website in shape of a store locator. Combining
these building blocks gives you endless possibilities to distinguish yourself from others.
Because Localyse is a Premier Partner of Google, we are standing forefront to new
technologies, products and innovations. Our goal is always to remain in direct contact with
our clients, so we can help you to correctly implement the Google Maps Platform and to
make fully use of all the benefits. We will assist you in your native language, and you will be
provided with your personal assigned contact-person.

Benefits of Localyse

Feel free to contact us!

Enjoy the benefits being a customer of
Localyse, as your personal Maps Partner:

Localyse your personal assistant on the
Google Maps Platform. Please feel free to
contact us if you would like some
additional information:

Can provide you with volume discounts
Provides support in your native language
Enables billing, no credit card needed
Can serve all Google products as for
example Google Cloud and Workspace
Can provide you with new insights and

info@localyse.eu
international
the Netherlands

creative ways to combine the different
Google Maps & Cloud products.

WWW.LOCALYSE.EU/GOOGLE-MAPS-PLATFORM

+32 (0)3 443 20 78
+31 (0)172 25 55 00

Google Maps
Platform
Maps
Visualize the world with rich, accurate maps
Help a new couple find the perfect home in your real estate app. Or give a traveler a
detailed view of an unfamiliar train station. Maps helps you give users the context they need
with static or interactive maps embedded into your site or app. Street View and high
resolution satellite imagery allow you to create more engaging experiences with additional
detail. With over 25 million updates from over 1,000 sources every day, our maps have the
up-to-date information your users need, right when they need it.

Each month you receive $200,- discount on your total Maps usage

PRICE PER THOUSAND
CALLS PER MONTH

Monthly volume range

0-100,000

100,001+

Mobile Native Static Maps

$0.00

$0.00

Mobile Native Dynamic Maps

$0.00

$0.00

Embed

$0.00

$0.00

Embed Advanced

$14.00

$11.20

Static Maps

$2.00

$1.60

Dynamic Maps

$7.00

$5.60

Static Street View

$7.00

$5.60

Dynamic Street View

$14.00

$11.20

+500,001

Request
special
volume
price

Having more than +500,000 calls a month?
Please contact us. We can offer special volume tier discounts, can enable billing without creditcard and are
experts on the Google Maps Platform. We are at your disposal for any help, support or information needed:
info@localyse.eu or call to +32 (0)3 443 20 78 or +31 (0)172 25 55 00

Google Maps
Platform
Routes
Provide reliable directions anywhere in the world
Help your users plan jogging routes in London. Or find hotels near their next stop in Jakarta.
Routes has comprehensive, up-to-date transit, biking, driving, and walking directions covering 40
million miles of roads in over 200 countries and territories. Wherever you do business, you can
count on comprehensive, reliable routes
Plan trips with up-to-date data on distances between points, suggested routes, and
estimated travel times. With the ability to create efficient routes for up to 25 waypoints,
you can streamline delivery systems, create sightseeing itineraries for travelers, or
guide rental car customers from your office to their hotels.
Each month you receive $200,- discount on your total Maps usage

PRICE PER THOUSAND
CALLS PER MONTH

Monthly volume range

0-100,000

100,001+

+500,001

Directions
Directions Advanced
Distance Matrix U
Distance Matrix Advanced
Roads - Route Traveled
Roads - Nearest Road

$5.00
$10.00
$5.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

$4.00
$8.00
$4.00
$8.00
$8.00
$8.00

Request
special
volume
pricing

Having more than +500,000 calls a month?
Please contact us. We can offer special volume tier discounts, can enable billing without creditcard and are
experts on the Google Maps Platform. We are at your disposal for any help, support or information needed:
info@localyse.eu or call to +32 (0)3 443 20 78 or +31 (0)172 25 55 00

Google Maps
Platform
Places
Help your users explore the world around them
Give your users the information they need to plan a trip to Tokyo or choose a ramen restaurant in
their neighborhood. With Places, you can provide users data on location names, addresses, ratings,
reviews, contact information, and atmosphere. Local guides and users submit tens of millions of
updates every day, so you can count on accurate, reliable information.
Each month you receive $200,- discount on your total Maps usage

PRICE PER THOUSAND
CALLS PER MONTH

Monthly volume range

0-100,000

100,001+

Autocomplete - Per Character

$2.83

$2.26

Autocomplete - Per Session

$17.00

$13.60

Places Details - Basic

$17.00

$13.60

Places Details - Basic + Contact

$20.00

$16.60

Places Details - Basic + Atmosphere

$22.00

$17.60

Places Details* - Basic + Contact + Atmosphere

$25.00

$20.00

Places Photo

$7.00

$5.60

Geocoding

$5.00

$4.00

Geolocation

$5.00

$4.00

Time Zone

$5.00

$4.00

Elevation

$5.00

$4.00

Find Place

$17.00

$13.60

Places - Nearby Search (* included)

$40.00

$32.00

Places - Text Search (* included)

$40.00

$32.00

Having more than +500,000 calls a month?
Please contact us, we are at your disposal for any help, support or information needed:
info@localyse.eu or call to +32 (0)3 443 20 78 or +31 (0)172 25 55 00

+500,001

Request
special
volume
pricing

